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ursive data types (GRDT) are a new language
feature whi
h allows to type 
he
k the dierent bran
hes
of 
ase expressions under dierent type assumptions. We
show that GRDT 
an be translated to type 
lasses with ex-
istential types (TCET). The translation to TCET might be
problemati
 in the sense that 
ommon implementations su
h
as the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) fail to a

ept the





an provide for a rened translation from
TCET to existential types (ET) based on a novel proof term

onstru
tion method. The resulting ET program is a

epted
by GHC. The suÆ
ient 
onditions are met by all GRDT ex-
amples we have found in the literature. Our work 
an be




ursive data types and (type 
lasses with) ex-
istential types.
Categories and Subject Descriptors








s and Meanings of Pro-














ursive data types (GRDT) [28℄ introdu
ed by




k more programs. The basi
 idea is to use dier-
ent type assumptions for ea
h bran
h of a 
ase expression.
E.g., 
onsider the following (toy) GRDT program. We will
use Haskell-style syntax [8℄ throughout the paper.
Example 1 We introdu
e a GRDT Erk a where a may




advantage of the temporary equality assumptions enabled
by pattern mat
hing.
data Erk a = (a=Int) => I a
| forall b.(a=[b℄) => L a
f :: Erk a -> a
f (I x) = x + 1
f (L x) = tail x








tor I we rene the type to Erk Int.
We present type renement in terms of equations. In 
ase
of L we rene the type to Erk [b℄ for some b. Note that
GRDT imply existential types [14℄. Constru
tor L has type
8a; b:(a = [b℄)) a! Erk a. Therefore, all variables not ap-
pearing in the result type are bound by the forall keyword.
Note that some presentations [4℄ write I a with (a=Int)
instead of (a=Int) => I a. The important point is that
when pattern mat
hing over values we 
an make use of these
additional type assumptions. Consider the fun
tion deni-
tion where in the rst 
lause we temporarily add a = Int to
our assumptions (assuming that x has type a). Thus, we 
an





tion f is type 
orre
t. 2
GRDT have been re
ognized as a very useful language fea-
ture, .e.g. 
onsider [20, 17, 18℄. Hen
e, it is desirable to
extend existing languages with GRDT. In fa
t, a number of
authors [1, 2, 3, 27℄ have re
ognized that GRDT-style be-
havior 
an be expressed in terms of some existing language
features already available in Haskell. All of these en
odings
share the same idea and represent type equalities by Haskell
terms.
Example 2 Here is an en
oding of Example 1 in terms of
existential types [14℄. We introdu
e a spe
ial data typeE a b
to represent equality assumption among types. E.g., we rep-




tions g and h to 
onvert a's to and from
Int's.
data E a b = E (a->b,b->a)
data Erk_H' a = I_H' a (E a Int)
| forall b. L_H' a (E a [b℄)
f_H' :: Erk_H' a -> a
f_H' (I_H' x (E (g,h))) = h ((+) (g x) 1)
f_H' (L_H' x (E (g,h))) = h (tail (g x))
Note that we use fun
tion notation for addition. Opera-
tionally, the 
onversion fun
tions are assumed to represent
the identity. Hen
e, the above program is equivalent to Ex-
ample 1. The above program makes only use of existential
types and is therefore a

epted by GHC [6℄. However, the
programmer has to do now more work when dening the
fun
tion body. In the rst 
lause, we turn x into a value of




tion g of type a ! Int. Then, we apply (+) whi
h is
assumed to have type Int ! Int ! Int. Finally, we apply
h to obtain a value of type a su




h a style of programming is rather tedious and
should be best performed by an automati
 tool. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the rst to propose a systemati

translation method from GRDT to ET (existential types) by
means of a sour
e-to-sour
e translation. We see our work as
a more prin
ipled answer to the many examples we have seen
so far in the literature [1, 2, 3, 16, 27℄. The essential task
is to 
onstru
t proof terms for type equalities out of logi
al





onsists of a set
of type equations and  denotes Boolean impli
ation. One
of our main te
hni
al 




tion method for (dire
ted) type equalities. Under
the assumption that type assumptions are de
omposable we
a




epted by GHC. In our experien
e, the de
om-
posable assumption is satised by all GRDT examples we
have seen in the literature.
We 
ontinue in Se




tion 3 we dene the set of well-typed GRDT
programs. Se
tion 4 provides for an (intermediate) trans-
lation from GRDT to type 
lasses with existential types
(TCET). Se
tion 5 provides for a translation s
heme from
GRDT to ET based on a proof system for type equalities.
The translation s
heme is 
omplete if types are de
ompos-
able. In Se
tion 6 we show that the proof system is de-

idable. In Se




tion method with a novel inferen
e method.
Related work is dis
ussed in Se




tion 9. Due to spa
e limitations proofs for all results stated
have been moved to the Appendix.
2. PRELIMINARIES







write fv(o) to denote the set of free variables in some obje
t
o.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the 
on
epts of
substitution, uniers, most general uniers (m.g.u.) et
 [12℄.
E.g., [t=a℄ denotes the substitution whi




































. We often treat 
onstraints as sets, there-
fore, we use \," as a short-hand for Boolean 
onjun
tion.
We also assume basi
 familiarity with rst-order logi
. We
write j= to denote the model-theoreti
 entailment relation,
 to denote Boolean impli






F denote the formula 9
1





; : : : ; 
n
g = fv(F )  W . We refer to [21℄ for de-
tails.
3. GUARDED RECURSIVE DATA TYPES
In this se
tion, we dene the set of well-typed GRDT pro-
grams. Note that there exist several variations of GRDT
su
h as Cheney's and Hinze's rst-
lass phantom types [4℄,
Peyton-Jones's, Washburn's and Weiri
h's generalized alge-
brai
 data types [10℄ and equality-qualied types by Sheard
and Pasali
 [19℄. Our formulation is 
losest to the system
des
ribed by Simonet and Pottier [22℄.
First, we dene the set of expressions and types.
Expressions e ::= K j x j x:e j e e j 






Patterns p ::= x j (p; p) j K p




hemes  ::= t j 8:C ) t
For simpli
ity, we leave out let-denitions and type anno-
tations but may make use of them in examples. Note that
pattern mat
hing syntax used in examples 
an be straight-
forwardly expressed in terms of 
ase expressions.
GRDT denitions in example programs su
h as
data Erk a = (a=Int) => I a | forall b.(a=[b℄) => L a
imply 
onstru
tors I : 8a:a = Int ) a ! Erk a and
L : 8a; b:a = [b℄) a! Erk a. We prohibit \invalid" deni-
tions su




tor with an unsatisable set of equations.
We assume that booleans, integers, pairs and lists are pre-
dened.
The typing rules des
ribing well-typing of GRDT expres-
sions are in Figure 1. We introdu
e judgments C;  `
G
e : t
to denote that expression e has type t under 
onstraint C




tion of equations. A judgment is valid if we nd a derivation
w.r.t. the typing rules. Note that in   we re
ord the types
of lambda-bound variables and primitive fun
tions su
h as
head : 8a:[a℄ ! a, tail : 8a:[a℄ ! [a℄ et
. Rules (Abs),
(App) and (Var-x) are standard. Rule (K) seems some-
what redundant and 
ould be modeled by rules (App) and






Our intention is that 
onstru
tors are always fully applied.
Rule (Case) deals with 
ase expression. Nothing unusual
so far. Next, we 
onsider the GRDT spe
i
 rules. In rule
(Eq) we are able to 
hange the type of an expression. Note
that the side 




holds i (1) C does
























































































































b \ fv(C; ; t
2
) = ;












(P-Var) x : t `
G


































































b:D ) t! T a




































) holds. In rule (Pat) we make use of an






a relation among pattern p of type t and the binding  
p
of variables in p. Variables

b refer to all \existential" vari-
ables. Logi
ally, these variables must be 
onsidered as uni-
versally quantied. Hen
e, we write 8

b. The side 
ondition

b \ fv(C; ; t
2
) = ; prevents existential variables from es-

aping. In rule (P-Pair), we assume that there are no name





. Constraint D arises
from 
onstru
tor uses in p. The other rules are standard.
Let's 
onsider the rst 
lause of f in Example 1 again. A
-

ording to rule (Pat), the pattern I x provides the additional
type assumption a = Int whi
h is used in typing of the body
x+1. Note that be
ause of this additional assumption, rule
(Eq) is able to turn the type of x from a to Int. Thus, the
expression x+1 is well typed. Similarly, rule (Eq) also turns
the type of x+1 to a. Hen
e, the annotation given to f is

orre
t. Rule (Eq) has some other surprising 
onsequen
es.
Example 3 Consider the following variation of Example 1
data Erk a = (a=Int) => I a
g :: Erk Bool -> b
g (I x) = x + 'a'
We make use of Bool = Int whi
h is equivalent to False to





e, g has type Erk Bool ! b for any b. Note that we
only temporarily make use of False. The 
onstraint in the
nal judgment is satisable. 2
As already observed by Cheney and Hinze [4℄ su
h meaning-
less programs 
an always be repla
ed by \undened". Note
that we never ever 
onstru
t a value of type Erk Bool.
Hen
e, w.l.o.g. we slightly restri







tively, we rule out GRDT programs where False o

urs
in (intermediate) typing judgments. The denition of 
on-
stru






















































































We obtain the 
onstru































4. TRANSLATING GRDT TO TCET
The main result of this se
tion is that GRDT 
an be en-

oded by type 
lasses with existential types (TCET). This
will form an important intermediate step in our translation
to ET. For this purpose, we introdu
e a type 
lass Ct a b to

onvert a term of type a into a term of type b. In essen
e, we
model dire





lass Ct a b where 
ast :: a->b
instan
e Ct a a where 
ast x = x -- (Id)
instan
e (Ct b1 a1, Ct a2 b2) => Ct (a1->a2) (b1->b2)
where 
ast f x = 
ast (f (
ast x)) -- (Arrow)
instan
e (Ct a1 a2, Ct a2 a3) => Ct a1 a3
where 
ast a1 = 
ast (
ast a1) -- (Trans)
Operationally, the 
onversion fun
tions performs the iden-
tity operation for all monomorphi
 instan
es derivable w.r.t. the
above rules.
3
















Additionally, we apply 
ast to all sub-expressions.
Example 4 Here is the translation of Example 1.
data Erk_H a = (Ct a Int, Ct Int a) => I_H a
| forall b.(Ct a [b℄, Ct [b℄ a) => L_H a











When typing the se
ond 
lause we temporarily make use of
Ct a [b℄ and Ct [b℄ a. Thus, 
ast x 
an be given type [b℄.
We make use of instan
e (Id) to show that 
ast tail has
type [b℄ ! [b℄. Hen
e, (
ast tail) (






an be given type a.
A similar reasoning applies to the rst 










tion between GRDT and TCET be
omes obvious
when 
onsidering their underlying formal systems. A formal
des
ription of TCET 
overing the single-parameter 
ase is
given by Laufer [13℄. In our own work [23℄, we re
ently





h we will make use of in the following.
Brie


















essed and the relations they des
ribe are
translated to logi
 formulae. We 
ommonly denote these
logi
 formulae by P
p
and refer to P
p
as the program theory.
E.g., the instan
e de
larations from above 
an be des
ribed
by the following rst-order formulae.













































where $ denotes Boolean equivalen
e. We refer the inter-








lass TC a1...an where m::t
we assume a new primitive m : 8a:TC a ) t. For simpli
-
ity, we restri
t ourselves to monomorphi
 methods. That
is, we require that fv(t)  a. Note that the restri
tion to
monomorphi
 methods is suÆ
ient for the purpose of trans-
lating GRDT to TCET.
The typing rules for TCET are almost the same as those for
GRDT in Figure 1. We adopt rules (App), (Abs), (Var-x),
(Case), (Pat), (P-Var), (P-Pair) and (P-K) from Figure 1.
However, we drop rule (Eq). Furthermore, we adjust rule
(K) and introdu





























m : 8a:TC a) t fv(t)  a P
p








Note that entailment is now dened w.r.t. the program the-
ory. The side 
ondition P
p









any model satisfying P
p









To distinguish the two systems we write C;  `
T
e : t to
denote that expression e has type t under 
onstraint C and
environment   in the TCET system. In 
ase of True;  `
T
e : t we sometimes write   `
T
e : t for short.
We are in the position to dene the formal translation from







among equalities we need to impose
some 
onditions on the program theory.
Denition 1 (Full and Faithful) We say that the program
theory P
p




h n-ary type 
onstru








































and (2) all monomorphi
 
ast instan
es are equivalent to the
identity. Equality among expressions is dened in terms of
a standard denotational semanti
s, e.g., 
onsider [15℄.
To turn GRDT typable expressions into TCET typable ex-
pressions, we perform a synta
ti




h (sub-)expression. We write
e[e
0






Denition 2 (Fully Casted) Let e be an GRDT expres-
sion. We 
onstru
t a fully 
asted expression e
0
out of e by
applying 
ast on every subexpression of e. A single trans-










ally dierent from 
ast e
2
for some expression e
2
.
The transformation of GRDT 
onstru

















)) t! T a



























)) t! T a
We 




Theorem 1 (GRDT to TCET) Let e be a GRDT expres-
sion and e
0
be its fully 




tor K we introdu





full and faithful program theory representing all GRDT type

onstru










an be found in Appendix B.1.
As already pointed out the restri





not onerous. Note that in order to dire
tly translate Ex-
ample 3 the program theory would need to be strength-
ened by in




j= Ct Bool Int  False, P
p
j= Ct Int Bool  False et
.
The above result is 
onstru

















an also give a meaning to translated TCET
program based on the s
heme presented in [24℄. However,
GHC fails to a





















may not terminate. Hen
e, the 
he




holds where C is a set of Ct assumptions may not terminate.










is derived from C by turning ea
h Ct t t
0
into an equa-




lude that we further need to rene
our transformation method for GRDT. The translation to
TCET represents an important intermediate step to a
hieve
a translation to ET whi
h is nally a

epted by GHC.
5. TRANSLATING GRDT TO ET
The result from the previous se
tion allows us to assume
that GRDT programs have been translated to TCET by
fully 
asting expressions and transforming GRDT 
onstru
-
tors into TCET 
onstru
tors. Hen
e, it is suÆ
ient to 
on-








heme from TCET to ET based on




ted to type 
lass

onstraints Ct t t
0
.
We start o by des
ribing our proof system. We assume that

onstraints su
h as f : Ct a b 
arry now a proof term f rep-
resenting \eviden
e" for Ct a b. We silently drop f in 
ase
proof terms do not matter. We introdu
e judgments of the
form f : Ct a b$ F to denote that f is the proof term 
or-
responding to Ct a b under the assumption F where F refers





onstraints. The rules des
ribing the valid judgments
are in Figure 2. Note that we write the a
tual denition of
f as part of the premise. Rules (Id), (Var) and (Trans) are
straightforward. Rules (Arrow) and (Pair) deal with fun
-
tion and pair types. We assume that the proof rules will be
extended a

ordingly for user-dened types. Rule (Æ) allows
for the stru
tural 
omposition of proof terms. Rules (8E)
and (9E) deal with universal and existential quantiers. In
essen
e, we make the 
onstru





Example 5 We give the derivation tree for f : Ct a (Int; Bool)
$ g
1
: Ct a (b; 
); g
2
: Ct b Int; g
3
: Ct 





















A simple observation of our proof rules shows that the proof
system is sound w.r.t. the logi














This is the pro
ess of resolving type 





Lemma 1 (Soundness) Let P
p














h f : Ct a b $ C
is valid. Then, P
p
j= C  Ct a b.
We 
an also state that proof terms are well-typed.















t an environment   out of C, written as C ;  ,
by mapping ea
h g : Ct a b 2 C to g : a! b 2  .













g and   su
h that C ;   and f : Ct a b $ C is
valid. Then   ` f : a! b.
Proofs 
an be found in Appendix B.2. Note that the proof





equivalent to the identity as well.
As presented, our proof term 
onstru
tion rules in Figure 2
are still non-terminating (see rule (Trans)). In the up
oming
Se




Ct a b$ C given Ct a b and C.
We are in the position to systemati















). We have that
(K : 8a;





































Silently, we assume a xed order among Ct 
onstraints.
Note that the type 
onstru
tor E is dened in Example 2.
For the translation of expressions we introdu
e judgments
of the form C;  `
T
e : t ; e
0
where C holds Ct as-
sumptions, e is a TCET expression and e
0
is a ET expres-
sion. The translation rules 
an be found in Figure 3. Our
main tasks are to resolve 
ast fun
tions (see rule (Redu
e))




tors (see rule (P-K)). In rule (K), we
dene P
p








































g. Note that P
p
j=
C  (g; h) : [

t=a℄D implies that P
p
j= C  [

t=a℄D (see






ompleteness) does not hold ne
essarily.
We 
an state soundness of our translation s
heme given that
the TCET program is typable. Note that the ET system is
a spe
ial instan
e of TCET. We write   `
E
e : t to denote
a judgment in the ET system.
Theorem 2 (TCET to ET Soundness) Let True;  `
T
e : t and True;  `
T
e : t; e
0





We also nd that e and e
0
are equivalent assuming the pro-
gram theory and proof system is full and faithful.
In 
ombination with Theorem 1 we obtain a systemati

translation from GRDT to ET. We do rely on full type in-
formation for the GRDT program su
h that our proof term

onstru





























































































































for i = 1; :::; n
f : Ct a b$ F
(8E)




$ F  = [

t=a℄


















f : Ct a (Int;Bool)$ g
1
: Ct a (b; 
); g
4




























f : Ct a (Int; Bool)$ g
1
: Ct a (b; 
); g
2




Figure 2: Proof Term Constru
tion Rules and Example
Note that we do not obtain 
ompleteness in general. The
problem is that proof terms are not \de
omposable" in gen-
eral. This has already been observed by Chen, Zhu and
Xi [2℄.
Example 6 Consider
data Foo a = K
instan
e Ct a b => Ct (Foo a) (Foo b) where 
ast K = K
We have that P
p
j= g : Ct (Foo a) (Foo b)  h : Ct a b
but h : Ct a b $ g : Ct (Foo a) (Foo b) does not exist.
Hen
e, our translation s
heme gets possibly stu
k in rules
(K) and (Redu
e). Note that the instan
e de
laration im-
plies that Ct (Foo a) (Foo b) i Ct a b. The instan
e 
ontext
seems somewhat redundant but ne
essary to ensure that the





. Clearly, we 
an build g on type Foo a -> Foo
b given h on type a->b whereas for the other dire
tion we
would need to de
ompose proof terms whi
h is not possible
here. 2
The above is not surprising. Similar situations arise for sim-
ple type 
lass programs. E.g., we 
annot de
ompose Eq [a℄
into Eq a for any a. All what we 




h allow us to extend the rules in
Figure 2 faithfully.
Denition 4 (De
omposable Types) Let T be a n-ary
type 
onstru
tor. We say that T is de
omposable at po-



























h that (1) f
i
is well-typed



















is equivalent to the identity if g and h are equiv-
alent to the identity.
We say that T is de
omposable i T is de
omposable at all
positions.
We nd that pairs are de
omposable.









































tion types seem only to be de
omposable in
their 



































































































































b \ fv(C; ; t
2
) = ;










































































































































































































































































































g = x:(f (y:x)) ?













Note that g is the identity under a non-stri
t semanti
s.













) does not exist. 2
Example 9 The Either data type is de
omposable:
data Either a b = Left a | Right b
The 
onstru















































t_L x = Left x
proje
t_L (left x) = x
inje
t_R x = Right x
proje
t_R (Right x) = x
Note that the de
omposition 
onditions (Denition 4) are
satised. Consider the (EitherL#) 
ase. Expressions are











e, g is the identity. A similar reasoning applies (EitherR#).
2
De
omposable types ensure that our proof term 
onstru
tion






be a full and faith-


























all types appearing in 
onstraints are de
omposable. Then,




$ C for some proof term f .










We are able to state 
ompleteness of our translation from
TCET to ET given that the types appearing in assumption

onstraints are de
omposable. By assumption 
onstraints
we refer to 
onstraints D in rule (Pat).
Theorem 3 (TCET to ET Completeness) Let True; 
`
T
e : t and all types appearing in assumption 
onstraints in
intermediate derivations are de
omposable. Then True;  `
T





6. DECIDABLE PROOF TERM CONSTRUC-
TION METHOD
We introdu
e a method to de












tion for some f . The main 
hallenge is to nd a de
idable
representation for rule (Trans). In the above statement, C






a use site (see rule (Redu
e) in Figure 3). In order to distin-




to refer to a use of Ct. Our task is to 
onstru
t CtM uses
out of a given set of Ct assumptions. Note that Ct 
on-
straints 







tion of a CtM use is equivalent to nding a
path in the graph of Ct edges. However, we do not rely our
method on graph algorithms. We would like our method


























out of some assumption set C un-





! a for some a. There-




where we rewrite 
onstraint stores until all CtMs have been
resolved.
The formal development is as follows. We assume that CtM
uses are atta
hed to \lo
ations". The idea is that i : CtM a b




ast is used at
type a! b and i refers to the lo
ation (e.g., position in the
abstra
t syntax tree). As before, we write f : Ct a b to refer
to the proof term f asso
iated to a Ct a b assumption.
We employ Constraint Handling Rules (CHRs) [5℄ to 
on-
stru
t CtM uses out of Ct assumptions. CHRs are a rule-
based language for spe
ifying transformations among 
on-
straints. A CHR simpli




if we nd a 
onstraint mat
hing the lhs of a rule we repla
e
this 
onstraint by the rhs. We assume that 

i





s refer to either type 
lass 
onstraints














for some substitution . Silently,
we assume the variables in CHRs are renamed before rule
appli
ation.
A CHR propagation rule (R) 
()

d states that if we nd a

onstraint mat
hing the lhs of a rule we add the rhs to the



















an be found in Figure 4. Note that ea
h CHR
simpli
ation rule also introdu
es a transformation rule among
expressions written e; e
0





n number of appli
ation of CHRs starting with the initial
store C yielding store D
0








Proof rules (Arrow) and (Pair) from Figure 2 
an be straight-
forwardly en
oded in terms of CHRs. Note that rule (Trans)
from Figure 2 has been split into rules (Trans1) and (Id).
Our idea is to in
rementally build CtM uses out of Ct as-
sumptions. A naive CHR-translation of transitivity su
h as




() j : CtM a
0











leads to problems be
ause we need to guess b. In CHR
terminology, the above CHR is not range-restri
ted. We say
a CHR is range-restri
ted i grounding the lhs grounds the




hieved by rule (Trans1) in 
ombination with rule (Id).
Example 10 Here is a sample derivation. We underline

onstraints involved in rule appli
ations and silently perform
equivalen
e transformations, repla
ing equals by equals. For




: Ct a (b; 
); g
2









: Ct a (b; 
); g
2










: Ct a (b; 
); g
2










: Ct a (b; 
); g
2










: Ct a (b; 
); g
2










: Ct a (b; 
); g
2




In the above derivation, 

represents n step derivation.
2
There is also another set of rules whi
h ex
lusively manip-
ulates Ct assumptions. In rule (Trans#) we make use of a
CHR propagation rule to build the 
losure of all available
Ct assumptions. Note that we silently avoid to apply propa-
gation rules twi
e on the same 
onstraints (to avoid innite




e a propagation rule. The CHR representation of
the rules from Example 7 and 8 
an be found in Figure 4.
It should be 
lear now that simpli
ation rules in
rementally
resolve CtM uses whereas propagation rules build the 
lo-
sure of all available Ct assumptions. The following example
stresses the importan













() g : Ct a b; a = a
0










































































(Trans#) g : Ct a b; h : Ct b 
 =) h Æ g : Ct a 





































Figure 4: CHR-based Proof Term Constru
tion
Example 11 Consider
g : Ct (b! 




g : Ct (b! 
) a; h : Ct a (b! d);
(h Æ g) : Ct (b! 




g : Ct (b! 
) a; h : Ct a (b! d);
(h Æ g) : Ct (b! 
) (b! d);
(x:((h Æ g) (y:x)) ?) : Ct 




g : Ct (b! 
) a; h : Ct a (b! d);
(h Æ g) : Ct (b! 
) (b! d);
(x:((h Æ g) (y:x)) ?) : Ct 
 d
Note that we 
an only apply (Arrow#) after we have applied
(Trans#). 2








: Ct a (b; 
); g
2









: Ct a (b; 
); g
2




b = Int; 
 = Bool




We say a set of CHRs is 
on
uent i any sequen
e of deriva-
tion steps on the same initial store leads to the same (log-
i
ally equivalent) nal store. In Figure 4 rules (Id) and
(Trans1) overlap and therefore we might dis
over derivations
with same initial store but dierent nal stores.
However, we rule out derivations whi
h yield \bad" nal

















. We say that the CHR derivation
is good i C and D
0
are logi





. That is, we rule out derivations yielding
stores with unresolved CtM uses, False and further instan-
tiated Ct assumptions. Note that the derivation in Exam-
ple 12 is bad be
ause the Ct assumptions have been further
instantiated in the nal store.
We 
an state that our CHR-based method in Figure 4 is
sound w.r.t. the system des
ribed in Figure 2. That is, ea
h
good derivation implies a valid proof. We 
an also guarantee
to nd a good derivation if a proof exists. Furthermore, any
good derivation yields equivalent expressions.
Lemma 4 (Sound CHR Constru
























h that the CHR derivation is good. Then,
f : Ct a b$ C su
h that f and e are equivalent.
Lemma 5 (Complete CHR Constru














h that f : Ct a b$ C. Then,








e and f and e
are equivalent.
Lemma 6 (Sound Term Constru











































an be found in Appendix B.5
Note that in order to nd a good derivation we might need
to ba
k tra
k. See Examples 12 and 10. To obtain a de-





g : Ct a b; h : Ct b a; i : CtM a b

Trans1
g : Ct a b; h : Ct b a; j : CtM b b

Trans1
g : Ct a b; h : Ct b a; k : CtM a b
:::
Fortunately, we are able to rule out su
h non-terminating
derivations by imposing stronger restri
tions on good deriva-
tions. The 
ru




sumptions of the form g : Ct a (a; b). Su
h assumptions
must result from invalid GRDT denitions whi
h we gener-
ally rule out.
Lemma 7 We 
an impose a 
omplete termination 
ondi-
tion on good derivations.
9
Details are in Appendix B.6.
We 
on




tion method. Our method is exponential in
the worst-
ase. However, we believe that su
h 
ases will
rarely appear in pra
ti
e. An advantage of our method is
that we 
an perform proof term 
onstru
tion under side 
on-
ditions. This feature allows us to integrate our method with




ussed in the next se
tion.
7. COMBING PROOF TERM CONSTRUC-
TION AND BUILDING TYPING DERIVA-
TIONS
Our 
urrent translation method assumes full type annota-
tions for the GRDT program. Type inferen
e for GRDT is
a 
hallenging problem. However, it is mostly suÆ
ient to
provide annotations for fun
tion denitions only and omit
type annotations for sub-expressions. In [23℄, we introdu
ed
a general type inferen
e method for type 
lasses with ex-
istential types. The idea is to generate \impli
ation" 
on-
straints out of the program text. Solving of these 
onstraints
allows us to 
onstru




onstraints is phrased as an extension






ed in [23℄ with our CHR-based proof term

onstru
tion method. Due to spa
e limitations, we explain
the approa
h by example only.
Consider the following TCET program from Example 4. For
simpli
ity, we only 
onsider one 
lause.
data Erk H a = forall b.(Ct a [b℄, Ct [b℄ a) => L H a
f H :: Erk H a -> a




In a rst step, we translate data types and patterns a

ord-

















data Erk H' a = forall b.L H' a (E a [b℄)
f H :: Erk H' a -> a












ording to [23℄, we generate the following \impli
ation"

onstraint out of the above program text.
t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a;



































Annotation f H::Erk H a->a implies f H::8a:Erk H a! a.
Hen












rise to i : CtM a b where 
astm
i
:: a ! b. To ea
h Ct as-
sumption we atta
h proof terms (see rule (P-K)). We make




onstraints to ET proof terms. The interesting bit is the
use of Boolean impli
ation  to state that under the Ct as-
sumptions we 
an derive the CtM uses.
The 
onstraint in (1) represents all possible typing deriva-
tions. We simply solve this 
onstraint by applying CHRs
dened in Figure 4 until all CtM uses have been resolved.
Thus, all lo
ations in the fun
tion body referring to proof
terms are dened in terms of proof terms atta
hed to Ct
assumptions. In general, we solve C
0





















ally equivalent (modulo variables in the initial
store). We refer the interested reader to [23℄ for more details.
For the above 
onstraint (1) we pro
eed as follows. We nd
that t = Erk a ! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄; h :
Ct [b℄ a (2) is immediately nal.Consider,
t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;











































$ t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;



















; 1 : CtM a
1
a;










); 3 : CtM a b
3













t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;



















; 1 : CtM a
1
a;










); 4 : CtM [b℄ b
3




















t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;































4 : CtM [b℄ b
3




























t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;






























! [b℄); [b℄ = b
3





































Note that we simultaneously transform 
onstraints and pro-
gram text. Constraints involved in rule appli
ations are un-









e[℄ denotes an expression with a hole. For 
larity, we use let
denitions instead of textually repla
ing expressions. Note
that nal 




e, the translation is su

essful. Note that the nal pro-
gram text for the se
ond derivation 
an be simplied to the
se
ond 
lause in Example 2. We note that several other
derivations are possible. E.g., 
onsider the following where
we apply rule (Id) instead of (Trans1).
t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;
































$ t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;



















; 1 : CtM a
1
a;














t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;



















; a = b
3
; 1 : CtM a
1
a;











t = Erk a! a; a = Sk
1
; b = Sk
2
a; g : Ct a [b℄;



























℄) = (a! a
1
)




Note that skolem variable Sk
1





immediately yields failure. That is, we obtain a \bad" nal
store (see Appendix B.6 for details). However, there might
be other derivations whi
h yield \good" nal stores. Ea
h
of them 
orresponds to a valid solution and all of them are
equivalent (see Lemma 6). The following is another possible
translation of Example 2.







































 translation method is inspired by the work
by Baars and Swierstra [1℄, Chen, Zhu and Xi [2℄, Hinze
and Cheney [3℄. These works showed by example how to ex-
press GRDT-style behavior by representing type equalities
by Haskell terms and insert appropriate 
onversion fun
-





Note that in [1, 3, 16℄ equality is represented in terms of the
following denition.
newtype EQ a b = EQ (forall f. f a->f b)
The above en
odes Leibnitz' law whi
h states that if a and




tion this ensures that the only in-




h might break this property). Our represen-
tation of equality makes it ne




es of E t t repre-
sent the identity to ensure preservation of the semanti
s of
programs (see Denition 1). On the other hand, the EQ rep-
resentation fa
es problems when trying to manipulate proof
terms. E.g., there are situations where we need to \de
om-
pose" a value of type EQ (a,b) (
,d) into a value of type
EQ a 
 whi
h is impossible based on the above denition.
Example 6 shows that our representation of type equality
shares the same problem. However, we believe that our rep-
resentation is more likely to be de
omposable.
Weiri
h [27℄ also 




lasses. Our use of multi-parameter
type 
lasses in 
ombination with extential types appears to
be novel and more natural to mimi
 GRDT-style behavior.
Kiselyov [11℄ suggests an alternative type 
lass en
oding of
GRDT. The gist of his idea is to turn ea
h (value) pattern














further potentially non-terminating instan
es. We are not
aware of any formal results whi
h mat
h the results stated
in this paper.
Pottier and Gauthier [17℄ give a type-preserving defun
tion-
alization of polymorphi
 programs to System F extended
with GRDT. Their formal results (proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2 in [17℄) let us 
onje
ture that resulting GRDT programs

an be translated to ET based on our translation method.
Our proof term 
onstru
tion method 
an be seen as a rened














tions to methods for nding paths in graphs and
\ask" 
onstraints whi








The primary goal of our work was to 
on
isely study and re-
late the 
on
epts of guarded re
ursive data types (GRDT),
existential types (ET) and type 
lasses (TCET). We 
ould
a
hieve this goal by giving for the rst time a systemati

translation method from GRDT to ET (Se
tion 5) based on
an intermediate translation to TCET (Se
tion 4). For the
translation method to be 
omplete we require that types
appearing in assumption 
onstraints must be de
omposable
(Denition 4). We also assume full GRDT type informa-
tion but are able to 
onstru
t ET expressions automati-





tion 6). We 
an even 
ombine our method





e, we obtain a fully automati
 tool
to translate GRDT to ET where the nal program is a
-








ial for translation is met by all GRDT
examples found in the literature. A 
omprehensive list of
examples 




An issue we yet need to investigate is how expensive proof
term manipulations are in pra
ti
e. Note that 
onversion
fun
tions represent the identity, however, we may have to
3
Examples are also part of the te
hni




tions to elements of lists et
. A
\smart" 





ally). In this 
ontext,
we would like to mention that GRDT have been re
ently
added to Haskell. Implementations are available in the lat-
est release of GHC [6℄ and Chameleon [26℄ (experimental
version of Haskell). In 
ase of GHC, the Core ba
k-end has
been extended with GRDT as a primitive feature. Clearly,
we expe
t \native" GRDT 
ode to run faster than \sour
e-
to-sour
e translated" GRDT 
ode. However, the advantage
of our work is that we 




an be implemented by a sour
e-to-sour
e
translation. Thus, our work oers a light-weight approa
h
to write GRDT-style programs based on some existing lan-
guage features.
Our proof term 
onstru
tion method is of independent in-
terest and my prove to be useful to advan
e the state of art
in type-dire
ted translations for languages su
h as Haskell.
This is another interesting avenue whi
h we plan to explore
in the future.
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APPENDIX
A. SEMANTICS OF EXPRESSIONS
We follow the ideal semanti
s of Ma
Queen, Plotkin and




tions from V to V and
an error elementW, usually pronoun
ed \wrong". Depend-
ing on the 
on
rete type system used, V might 
ontain other
elements as well. We assume that the values of additional
type 
onstru
tors are representable in the CPO V. Then V
is the least solution of the equation
V = W
?
+ V ! V:
The meaning fun
tion on terms is as follows:
[[x℄℄ = (x)
[[u:e℄℄ = v:[[e℄℄[u := v℄
[[e e
0







[[letx = e in e
0









B.1 Proof of Theorem 1 (GRDT to TCET)
First, we introdu





tive type equality en-
tailment and entailment among type 
lasses.




be a set of type 
lass 
onstraints. We say that C
is equivalent to C
0
, written as C  C
0

















equivalent of C; and C the \Eq" equivalent of C
0
.
Lemma 8 Let P
p
be a full and faithful type 
lass theory. Let

























Proof. The proof is done in two dire
tions. (Dire
tion )













ause we have t = t
0





























































































































Æ Case: Suppose the type 
lass instan
e
8a:(Ct a a$ True)
is applied. Then we have
P
p

































































The next lemma follows immediately from the rule (M).
Lemma 9 C;  `
T





j= C  Ct t t
0
We obtain Theorem 1 as a spe
ial instan
e from the follow-
ing lemma.




asted version. Let P
p
a full and faithful program theory
representing all GRDT type 
onstru
tors mentioned in e.
Silently, we transform the GRDT 
onstru
tors mentioned
in e to TCET 
onstru











: t where C
0
is the \Ct" equivalent of C.
Proof. The proof is done in two dire
tions.
(Dire


















































































. In the above 
ase, the rst 
ast





! t. Thus by Lemma 9,





an be derived from the



































































































) : t (1)




























℄℄ the \erasure" of expression e
0





























































ast : t! t
0

























































































































ast : t! t
0











































































































































ast : t! t
0

























































B.2 Proof of Lemma 2 (Well-Typed)













g and   su
h that C ;   and f : Ct a b $ C
is valid. Then   ` f : a! b.
Proof. The proof pro
eeds by indu
tion over the proof
term 
onstru
tion derivation. W.l.o.g we 
ombine rule (8 E)




x:x : Ct a a$ True
We know that   = ;. Thus we 
on
lude   ` x:x : a! a.
Æ Case (Var):
f : Ct a b$ f : Ct a b
We know that   = ff : a ! bg. Thus we 
on





































typing derivation we 
an easily 
on





Æ Case (Arrow): Similar to (Trans).
Æ Case (Æ):



















for i = 1; :::; n
















  derived from F j= F
i
, then we 
on
lude   ` f : a! b.
B.3 Proof of Theorem 2 (TCET to ET Sound-
ness)
Theorem 2 follows dire
tly from the following more general
lemma.
Lemma 11 Let C;  `
T
e : t, C;  `
T





h that C ;  
0




























































































































! T a (2)

























































































where i = 1 : : : n (3)









































$ D, W.l.o.g. we assume f =2  .
Thus we 
on




















b \ fv(C; ; t
2
) = ;
































where C ;  
C
and D ;  
D
.














































Proof. Standard by indu
tion on derivation.
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B.4 Proof of Theorem 3 (TCET to ET Com-
pleteness)
Theorem 3 follows dire
tly from the following lemma.
Lemma 13 Let C;  `
T
e : t and all types appearing in
assumption 
onstraints in intermediate derivations are de-

omposable. The C;  `
T













ast is a 
























Given all the types are de
omposable, by Lemma 3, we know




$ C for some f if P
p







es a f .
Æ Case:
Other rules are standard.
B.5 Proofs of Lemmas 4, 5 and 6
B.5.1 Proof of Lemma 4 (Sound CHR Construction)
























that the CHR derivation is good. Then, f : Ct a b $ C
su
h that f and e are equivalent.
Proof. The proof is done through indu
tion on the CHR
derivation. W.l.o.g we 
ombine rule (8 E) with rules (Id),
(Var), (Arrow) and (Pair). We also 
ombine (9 E) with
(Trans).
Æ Suppose the rule applied is (Id):








Note that the above derivation unies a and b. Thus we
have
x:x : Ct a a$ True:
Æ Suppose the rule applied is (Trans1):
i : CtM a b; C  a
g































f : Ct a b$ D
where g : Ct a b
g
 C. Also by indu
tion, we know






 C. Take D as D
0
, we
have D  C.
Æ Suppose the rule applied is (Arrow):




































































































 C and D
00





, we have D  C.
Æ (Pair) is similar to (Arrow).
B.5.2 Proof of Lemma 5 (Complete CHR Construc-
tion)






















e and f and e are equivalent.
Proof. W.l.o.g we 
ombine rule (8 E) with rules (Id),
(Var), (Arrow) and (Pair). We also 
ombine (9 E) with
(Trans).
Æ Case (Id).
x:x : Ct a a$ True
Then we have
i : CtM a a;C 
Id






f : Ct a b$ f : Ct a b
Then we have, given f : Ct a b 2 C
i : CtM a b; C 
Trans1























































































































































































































































































Æ (Pair) is similar to (Arrow).
B.5.3 Proof of Lemma 6 (Sound Term Construction)











































Proof. Let f : Ct a b $ C, from Lemma 4, we know
that e
1
is equivalent to f and e
2





is equivalent to e
2
.
B.6 Termination of CHRs
We impose a termination 
ondition on derivations. We show
that this 
ondition does not rule out any good derivations
whi
h are vital. The basi



















ation set referring to its lo
ation. We write
j as a short-hand for the singleton set fjg. We need to
maintain justi
ations during CHR appli
ations.
Consider rule instan





g : Ct a b; a = a
0
; j : CtM b b
0
and store C su
h that
(g : Ct a b)
j






2 C Then C 
Trans1







; a = a
0




. We say that the
termination 
ondition is violated i j 2 J .
Consider rule instan

































2 C. Then, C 
Arrow
C  



























. The justied CHR semanti
s for rule (Pair)
is similar.
Silently, we assume that all propagation rules have been ex-
haustively applied su
h that all Ct 
onstraints are atta
hed




















e, we may keep both 
onstraints.





































h that both CHR derivations are good. We say that








i the size of e
1




tion returns the number of nodes in the syntax
tree of an expression. In 
ase of initial stores with multiple
CtMs we 
ompare the sum of the individual sizes of resulting
expressions.
Lemma 14 Let i : CtM t t;C 







e where e is equivalent to the identity.
Lemma 15 Any good derivation whi




Proof. We assume a good derivation whi
h violates the
termination 
ondition where we 
onsider the \earliest" vio-








































































































W.l.o.g., in the derivation steps between (1) and (2) we only













i.e. those resulting from (Trans1) and (Arrow) rules.
First, we show that only (Trans1) or (Id) rules 
ould have














ontrary, that is some (Pair) (or a similar type-

onstru
























































































However, then we obtain a 
y




























































. Thus, we obtain a 
on-
tradi
tion. Note that by assumption the type equations re-
sulting from Ct 
onstraints (Ct a b yields a = b) must be
satisable. Otherwise, the GRDT denition is invalid.
Hen
e, we only nd (Trans1) or (Id) appli
ations in between
(1) and (2). Ee






into some b whi










is equivalent to the identity. See Lemma 14. Hen
e, the
steps between (1) and (2) are redundant. Hen
e, we obtain
a shorter derivation.




Proof. Follows immediately. Note that we disallow Ct
assumptions of the form g : Ct a (a; b). Hen
e, any non-
terminating derivation must violate the termination 
ondi-
tion.
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